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"No matter how bad
an idea is . . .

I

an intellectual
can express it well."
Nat Speights

PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS

OF THE COLLEGE
A COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER
Friday, November 12, 1971

Volume LXXXVIU

The U. S. "reservoir of

China's admission. He has
since reversed this stand.
Attempts to pressure countries into following the U. S.
line in foreign affairs has become less successful, he

in-

is
ternational
ling" when allies do not support our two China policy in
the U. N., Dr. Francis Wilcox observed, which indicates that it is time for us to admit that "we can be wrong
once in awhile."
Francis Wilcox, Dean of
the School of Advanced International Studies at John Hopkins University, was the featured speaker at the Wooster
good-wi-

ll

dwind-

--

.

program observing the

added.
Wilcox pointed out that only three NATO nations supported the U. S. position in
opposing the ouster of Nationalist China. The "setback was largely of our own
doing." We had clung to a
a
policy too long,
he concluded.
He does not believe, however, that the U. S. suffered
a great defeat. "The U. N.
action may have helped to
pave the way" to a new era
of relations with Communist
China.
Wilcox outlined four means
by which the U. S. may help
to bolster the U. N. First,
he said, we should encourage
the channeling of more foreign aid through the U. N.
He explained that direct aid
often generates resentment
on the part of the recipient
nation.
Continuing our efforts to
maintain a peace-keepinforce should be our second
goal.
Third, he hopes that we
will strive to strengthen the
two-Chin-

twenty-sixt- h

anniversary of the U. N.
The dinner and address entitled "Keeping the World in
One Peace" were held at the
Ohio Agricultural Research
and Development Center on
Tuesday night.
Dr. Wilcox made the above
remarks after revealing that
while working for the Eisenhower Administration, he actively opposed Mainland
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Emphasis on solely the
individual's role in solving
racial problems was challenged by some members of
Campus Council in their deliberation of Third Section's
Code. Council, however,
accepted their Code in a seven to four vote.

Wilson Hirschfeld, known

Room.

Hirschfeld, who has
so been known by friend and
foe alike as one of this state's
foremost muckrakers (a term
he esteems as a compliment)
is at present state editor and
columnist for the The Plain
Dealer, Ohio's largest newspaper. A citizen of Cleveland
all of his life, Mr. Hirschfeld
is at present in his 36th year
pawith the Cleveland-base- d
per.
His weekly columns are often controversial and draw
both praise and criticism from
citizens and elected officials
from near and far. A recent
(July 23) appearance on the
WKYC-base- d
Alan Douglas
continued oh pogo 4

Security Council. Wilcox
suggests that one way to accomplish this would be to .
seat more large powers rather than smaller, less influential ones.
Streamlining the organization was Wilcox's fourth
point. It has become too
large and unwieldly to be

"organized for effective

tion."
Wilson

said the U.

S.

learned that the U. N. can
be successful only with at
least the "tacit" support of
the world's major countries.
With the admission of Red
China, Wilcox does not foresee major changes in the Security Council. He does not
expect mainland China to
"throw its weight around im-

l&flecta
Wooster-ln-lndi-

oti

Lapka

by Mike
a

Representative

.

Nixon in formulating a China
policy. Nixon, Wilcox said,

has to uphold our commitments to allies in Southeast
Asia. He also can not afford
to offend his more conservative domestic supporters this
close to an election. And
finally, the American people
have declining faith in the
U. N. A recent Harris poll,

he noted, disclosed that on- continuod on pogo 4

.
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The Section's racial
clause called for the individual to "promote equality
and justice for all minority
groups on campus and in the
college community."
Jim Hyman asked what the
living unit intended to do to
prevent tension from arising.
Students from the Section ..
replied that as individuals
they would discuss the
lems. But they opposed, several said, Council's attempt
to prescribe programs for all
living units.
One student explained that
the Code "does not preclude
a group response." They
were resisting, he added,
Council's attempt to make it
mandatory.
Several representatives
cited the fact that "the Section never does anything as
a group" as one reason for
highlighting the individual's

Jim Turner noted that
Council approved social codes from Bontrager House,
Kieffer Ho';se and Gable
House. Tb cse, he pointed
out, contained essentially
the same individual approach
used by Third Section.
Council also passed Comp-ton- 's
Code with an amendment requiring that by the
end of the second week of
the next quarter, they report
their progress in dealing
with race relation problems.
Women from Compton, re-

plying to a question from
Council, said that they did
not want to be tied to spe-cifprograms in a racial
clause. They mentioned that
discussions are already planned where women will consider questions in groups of
ic

10-1- 2.

Glenn Bucher, Chairman of
Council, explained his reason for opposing Third Section's and Compton s Code.
"Not to be tied down to examine oneself is a luxury
that no white can afford."
Crandell House, in their
race relations provision, recognizes the existence of ra

hi

Rabbi Paul Mandel, Dr. Francis O. Wilcox,
Paul Kamara and Mrs. Werner J. Blanchard

has

mediately."
Wilcox cited several prob- lems confronted by President

lUU

U

ac-

Now that we are approach- -'
ing the end of our third month
at Ewing (also our third month
in

India).

I

think

I

can write

a report with something resembling a critical eye. When
I

say

"a critical eye,"

I

impressions and
thoughts are not dictated
so much by the initial shock
of leaving one culture and entering another. Certainly the
tone of this is much different
than a report written immediately after our arrival would
have been; and I do not doubt
mean my

cism and "to that end Crandell House will continue to

facilitate discussion

inform-

..."

ally and spontaneously
Students from Crandell
told Council that spontaneous
discussions have already
and that more, are ex -pected. Their Code passed,
with eight Council members
voting in favor and three aboc-cur-

ed

staining.
The Codes of Hart House
and Westminster Third Floor
were not dealt with by Coun -cil because no representatives from the living units
were present.
At the outset of Monday's
regular session, Council
agreed to investigate the possibility of
a
bank account for the VOICE.
Editor Nate Speights told
Council that the newspaper
could save $40 per quarter
if they payed their bills immediately. He explained that
with the current process,
checks had to be co signed
by Mrs. Coster. The time
necessary to go through channels prevents the paper from
paying the printer within 10
days and receiving a 2 percent discount.
re-establish-

ing

--

--

India

a report written next year
will sound much different
from this one.
We were a bit apprehensive
about the whole project on
our way out here. It suddenly dawned on us how little
we knew about India. Even
now we are finding out how
little we know about the
country. But gradually we
began to realize as time went
by that no amount of indoctrination could have really
prepared us for what we were
to find. Except for some minor matters, we found ourselto stay
ves as
in India as any other Westerner. In fact, we had an advantage in our naivete we
had few, if any, bubbles to
burst. Our impressions and
knowledge began from first
hand experience; and so, we .
did not have any great dreams
or impressions which might
have been destroyed. The
rickshaw ride from the train
station to the college proved
more valuable and informative than all the books on India in the Wooster library.
welt-equipp-

Racial Clause Controversy

as one of the deans of
land newsmen, will speak Monday, November 15, on "Corruption in Politics." The speech
ionsored by the Institute of
Politics is open to students
and all members of the college
community, and will begin at
7:30 p.m. in the Lean Lecture

Number 9

CAMPUS COUNCIL

Ohio's Own
Muckraker

Mr.

OF WOOSTER

ed

Ewing's location in Allahabad provides the Rep with a
view of India that is much
more typically Indian than a
metropolitan city such as
Delhi or Bombay.

In Allaha-

bad, one has a view of the
Indian way of life without so
many of the Western trappings and ornaments charao
teristic of some other Indian
cities. One can see the
meeting of modern ideas and

ancient traditions, and

ap-

preciate the problems that
such a confrontation creates.
Indeed, India's main problem
seems to be how to implement her programs of modernization without destroying
certain aspects of her ancient culture.
One does not have to look
far in Allahabad to see the
effect of the twentieth century on India. Across the

continued on pogo 4
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TlffiTSHTOR.
HOPES SOMEONE CIVW

iniiiii te flluss

JEX-TPliBOCH

by David Thomas
'WHAT LIGHT THROUGH YONDER WINDOW BREAKS?'

"Kids today wouldn't know good music if it came up
Frank Zappa
and bit 'em on the ass."
Zappa is right. Friday night's Luther Allison-Maso- n
Proffit concert is living, palpitating proof.
It would be unfair to say Mason Proffit couldn't play
its way put of a paper bag. It'd be grossly unfair. They
can barely play their way out of a paper bag. And yet,
the audience of some 500 students ate them up.
It is almost impossible to combine rock and country
blues into a viable musical form. Few groups can do
Byrds can . . . Mason Proffit can't. Proffit's music is
nothing more than an eclectic bastardization of country
and rock conspicously contrived to be "heavy."
Mason Proffit simply doesn't know how to act. They'd
do better to imitate Humble Pie. After all, Proffit's lead
guitarist came on as just that type of anachronism the
right on, rock on musician, impressing the audience with
the fact he said "shit" on stage at a girl's school in Kanit--t- he

sas.

Wowie-zowie!-

!!

Proffit's lyrics are abysmally insipid. Why wasn't the
audience rolling on the floor in hysteria, instead of listen-

.
ing in awe?
for instance, was some in"Buffalo",
The accoustical
anity about the buffalo on the nickel getting up and walking away (for what reason, God only knows). The Indian
on the other side of the coin then solemnly announces,
"Without the buffalo, I'm just an Indian free and clear."
Later the "Indian" laments, "Where is my tomahawk?
Where is my tent?" Good god! what rubbish'!!
Then there was the paranoia song about how bad and
bigoted "rednecks" are and how youth, on the other hand,
are so much freer and better people . . .(for hating rednecks, I suppose). Who needs this kind of simpleton crap,
anyway?
But the topper, and the song the audience really liked,
was a humorless copy of Tom Paxton's "Vietnam Potluck
Blues." I thought Paxton's song had put an end to this
genre. Evidently not. Maybe Wooster students think singing about grass is somehow "right on" and it doesn't matter what you say. After all, the song did give everyone
the chance to impress their friends with fake tokes.
Admittedly, the bass and banjo playing were capable
"shit-kickinbluegrass instru-menta- ls
but the group's
more
electrified
than
nothing
Flat
came off like
telethrough
a
a
recorder
on
cassette
and Scruggs played
with a faulty connection.
phone
AND THEN, there was Proffit's "heavy" number.
Everyone knows that when a group does its "heavy",
you're supposed to stand and clap and dance (regardless
of quality). But just to make sure, Proffit rang the bell at
meal time to let us know the proper time to react. The
lead guitarist added that anyone who doesn't move to their
banal crap has to be a pal of Richard Nixon.
When music is good, it can get the audience moving
musician.
without Pavlovian prodding by an
In fact, that is a characteristic of a good band. It's the
characteristic of a bad band that it must threaten the audience with the Woodstock Factor to disguise its unimspir-in- g
music.
In their one moment of lucidity Friday night, Proffit
music,
lamented that "our" meaning the counter-culture'UnTHEM
who
know
by
THEM
(you
is).
being
stolen
is
fortunately, Proffit's lucidity didn't reveal that, like Chicago, Grand Funk, Jesus Christ, Superstar, etc., they them.
selves are the thieves.
.
continued on page 3
.
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so-call- ed

1571 Christmas Run
Wooster, Ohio
Nov. 2, 1971

To the Editor of the VOICE
OF COURSE there is racism on this campus! Of course, because racism, latent or
aggressive lies in the heart of every human
being. It is rooted deep in the natural preference for one's own kind whether based on ethnic or tribal origin, physical characteristics,
geographic home, sex, social or educational
level, religion, or age. This feeling has its
good side. It fosters a sense of personal dignity, group loyalites, social mores, responsible behavior. The trouble is, it doesn't stay
there, but has a diabolical tendancy to grow
and harden into a sense of the superiority of
one's kind, a blindness to the different kinds
of superiority of other people and a resulting
belief in ones right to power. The resulting
evils are too well known: suffering, injustice,
human waste, corruption of both the subject
and the object. Less obvious but just as devastating is the warping of personality, the loss
of personal fulfillment when one is cut off from
the enriching experience of friendship with
those who are different.
Members of this College community know
all this. We hate to admit it can happen here.
At present those who have an active case of
racism are angry, those with a mild case are
frustrated, those who have it well under control are bewildered and those who think they
don't have the disease at all are acting as if
they do.
SO RACISM MUST GO and we must fight it
where we are, not in some ideal state but here
with all of us (or most of us), stupid and blundering as we are, working together to root it
out. I see four requirments if we are to make

g"

...

any progress.
1. In spite of some

self-righteo-

KEEP THOSE CARDS

s,

.

StSteS

ma-tori- als

--

ot

BOB KETTLEWELL, Editorial Intern
BILL SPEARMON, Business Mgr.
MIKE KELLER. Ad Manager
Stag: Merri Wanamaker. Ros Reid, Richard Kielbowicx, David Thomas, John 1.
Sharp, Dorothy Hay. Anne Matthews, Fred Le Fevre, Tom HJt, Jeff Adair

Juliet Blanchard

us

ng

tf'AiSa

--

evidence to the contrary
in each other and
sincerity
we must assume
and goals. attitudes.
concerns
commitment to common
attitude of "You say it but
A

Greetings from sunny Viet Nam,
We would like to request your help in solving one of our most pressing morale problems!
One of the most depressing things a G.I. can
experience is returning from "Mail Call" empty handed. A few of us came up with an
idea that might possibly solve that problem.
Obviously, a G.I. would rather receive a letter from a real live, honest to goodness, red
blooded, round eyed American FEMALE than
anyone else. Now, our problem boils down to
this, how do we get enough girls from back
home to write to us? Especially, enough girls
to go around the 14 to 12 million guys presently stationed in Viet Nam.
We put our heads together and came up with
the idea of a contest. We planned on two ma- jor categories, Letter and Photo, with both
subdivided into smaller groups. After pool-in- p
our resources, we found that we could af-ford Star Sapphire rings, (real) for the two
be
jor winners and ten sets of silk slack sets tcr
and feature are not necessarily those of the staff and should not
Policy.
administration
representing
as
construed
runners.up.
up. The
nc main idea is to tryJ to
lne runners
correspondence th
This newspaper welcome signed letters to the editor. Address all
44691.
as possible to write and let
many
girls
Ohio
VOICE!
get
Wooster,
as
The College of Wooster,
to
Association.
Newspaper
Ohio
and
Association
Press
States
fcnow
they haven't been forgot- United
u
here
the
Member of
r"
Entered as second class matter in me rosi vmce, "ora, viuw.
ten.
FUt: $6.00 per year, 2nd class; 19.00 per year, 1st class.
The rules are simple, each entrant must be
NATE SPEIGHTS. Editor
of herfemale, over 17, and send a snap-shLYNN WAGNER, Managing Editor
deadline
is
Contest
possible.
at
if
all
self
follows:
Circulation
MORLEY.
as
are
JOHN
15 Dec. 71. The categories
DAVE BERKEY. Sports
ego-trippi-

you don't mean it" will get us nowhere.
The demands by both "sides" that the others admit their "guilt" before negotiations
can take place is sheer nonsense. That is
the spirit that is keeping the Middle East at
war and it will keep this campus at war too.
2. We must all recognize that there are impossible, unregenerated individuals in every
and then ignore them. To condemn
group
all whites as racist because a few jeered at
the speakers during the half of the game is
as unfair as to condemn all young people because a few are violent and obscene. The
encouraging thing is that both protesters
and audience conducted themselves with dignity and most of the people listened to the
speakers with respect and applauded.
3. Policies, structures and procedures must
be reexamined and set straight. But they
could all be correct, just and as pure as sunlight and we would not have touched the
sensitive areas, the fundamental causes
which produced the accusations of racism.
That brings us back to
4. Feelings: primitive, subconscious or
overt, which make us judge people by externals,
make us suspect the motives of others
and tend to huddle with our own. These
feelings cannot be exorcised by rhetoric,
damnation or reprisal but must be gently exposed and admitted. I say "gently" because we are all rather like oysters and slam
our shells shut against anything which may
hurt us. We must be steamed open. (Please
don't carry that analogy too far!) These
feelings about one another will yield only to
understanding, shared experience, patience,
persistence and love.
Don't tell me it is too late for anything that
sounds so bland. I am convinced that it is too
late for short cuts and for anything less revolutionary, than an effort to change fundamental

LETTER CONTEST
on the basis of being
interesting, informative, and friendly.

GENERAL-Judg- ed

&

LETTERS . . .
Don't sweat the grammar,

it's the idea

that counts.
2. HUMOROUS An open category judged on

the amount of chuckles it produces.
y
letter that doesn't fit
catagories.
other
the
goes and the
4. MIND BLOWERS-Anythi- ng
sky is the limit. Psych us out, gross us
out, or generally blow our minds if you
3.

CATCH-ALL-An-

.

can!!!
PHOTO CONTEST
This is hard to judge, especially since beauty and sex appeal tend to
over-labut we will judge strictly on
"Good Looks" alone. We will create a
separate catagory for sex appeal.
2. SEX APPEALSince we promised this
catagory, here it is. The winner will simply be the sexiest picture we receive.
HUMOROUS-CANDIThe funniest photo
wins.
4. MIND BLOWERS-T- he
"Farthest Out'
flick takes the prize. (This has to be a
photo of the entrant herself and if you
blow our minds, you will hold the Tecord.
Also, a secondary contest for the most novel Child's toy sent to us will win an ivory
bracelet, (Real) and all toys will be donated
to "Save the Children" hospital in Qui Nhon,
Viet Nam. These kids appreciate them and
they can definitely use them as they have so
1. BEAUTY
p,

D

little themselves.

continued on page 3
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about eight months ago when
the Awami League Party was
Railway stations and bus
elected overwhelmingly to the
stands are still, roads desertProvincial and National Assemed, houses and shops boarded
blies. General Yahau Khan,
up, offices and installations
President of Pakistan, ordered
abandoned, and in some areas, the Awami League smashed and
the stench of decaying bodies
its leaders sought out and arfills the air. Men, women, and
rested. It is a strange concept
children have been sadisticalof democracy that a minority
ly murdered. Millions have
that has been beaten decisivebeen uprooted from their homes. ly at the polls should attempt to
This is not Vietnam, but the
ride roughshod over a majority
United States has given tacit
with a clear cut backing of the
approval of these mass murders people.
by shipping arms to West PakBut the League Leaders were
not the only ones in danger from
istan.
The Sovereign Democratic
Yahau Khan's military, so too
Republic of Bangladesh, forwere the masses. Men, women,
merly known as East Pakistan, children, Muslims, Hindus, 'and
has been locked in a bitter
even Christians were brutally
struggle with the military forces murdered by the military. The
from West Pakistan to gain its
army would set fire to hamlets,
independence. It all began
wait for those inside to rush
by Steve Fox

J

Romeo 8r Juliet"
Re visited

out, and then slaughter the innocent. Women are usually given preferential treatment. They
are usually raped before being
murdered.

As the masses cry "Shadhin
Bangla" (free Bengal) and the
green, red, and gold flags of
Bangla Desh flutter from the
rooftops, one can only wonder
when the genocide will cease.
When America will quit supporting the killings of elected officials and other innocent people! The irresponsible and immoral judgement of the United
States to continue to support
the dictator Yahau Khan, makes
this writer wonder why the public has sat passively and apathetically by and allowed these
atrocities to continue.
America, where are you now..

Lovers:
The Workshop Production"Two
from Shakespeare to Manhattan," presented in the Wishart
TV Studio Saturday, November 6, at 8:15 p.m., was the re--,
IS project by senior Nancy Cummings
suit of a
I
which traced the use of the Shakespearian Romeo and "Juliet theme in drama since the seventeenth century. The
Zerox Copies
production was a series of scenes from four plays "chosen
(1
PC MINUTt)
for their relevance to the theme and their adaptability to
the situation," punctuated by Miss Cummings' introductory
continued from page 2
Typing
jhe Voice:
and narrative readings.
TYPESETTING)
(IBM
of:
care
be
sent
should
All
thankentries
a
Will
please
print
you
The four scenes were well chosen and any lack of conPARKER
T.C.
Bloodmobile
from
the
you note
tinuity in the presentation was due to the necessary conHHT, 717TH AIR CAV.
Committee?
J
trast and diversity of the plays themselves. The theme of
Christmas Letters
REPUBLIC OF VIET NAM
COW
fall
our
recent
visit
"At
obvious
was
doomed
in
lovers
the tragic last farewell of
(hand written on typed)
APO 96226, San Francisco, Cal. successfully met the challenge J
especially the first two of the four sequences, all of which
f
of its new higher donor quota.
were directed by Miss Cummings.
Sincerely,
From 182 prospective donors,
Printing
Tom Parker
After a condensed history of the origins of the Romeo
151 pints of blood were given,
f
and Juliet legend was read, a short scene, or rather a com- P.S. We thank you for your help and support
One student, Tom Peterson,
bination of excerpts from various scenes, from William
and sincerely hope that everyone gets in the reached the one gallon donor - J CHOLLEY
Shakespeare's original play was presented, with Sacha
act soon.
mark' and Professor Daniel Cal- - J BUSINESS
Czyzak playing a passionate, fearful Juliet to Bob Legge's
I SERVICE
houn reached the three gallon
bright, eager Romeo.
mark.
220 W. La "WILL ST,
In the second scene, drawn from "Winterset" by MaxA big thanks to all. Our next j
well Anderson, Sacha Czyzak and Dave Estep portrayed a
j
visit will be in the spring,"
Ph.
man and woman of different and warring clans finally reaCommittee
Bloodmobile
lizing their futile and doomed love for each other.
r
1
!
With the third scene, from Peter Ustinov's Romanoff
of
legal
drugs
Parents' use
up
to the twentieth
and Juliet, the audience was brought
is related to illegal drug use
'
century to witness a dialogue between Igor (David Estep),
among teenagers, reports the
FOR ALL YOUR BANKING NEEDS
the rigidly patriotic son of a Russian ambassador, and
October SCIENCE DIGEST.
Juliet (Nancy Cummings), the flighty daughter of an AmerThree studies of 28,000 teenNATIONAL
ican ambassador. The scene is the lightest and most mem- agers in Canada, New Jersey
orable of the four as the lovers each attempt to interpret
and California, conducted by
Woostir.Ohio
their relationship in terms of their Marxist or Democratic
Dr. Donald B. Louria of the
ideology.
College of Medicine and DenPublic Sqwof
The final scene was from Irving Shulman's Broadway
tistry, New Jersey, showed
Market at South 1935 Cleveland Id.
musical "West Side Story." As Maria and Tony, the young that drug use was highest among
Cummings
and
exuberant lovers from rival gangs, Nancy
students whose parents, especBob Legge completed the sequence with a rooftop encountially the mothers, were "reguiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiU
er.
lar and intensive" users of
Aside from the quality and relevance of the playwrights tranquilizers and stimulants.
scenes, the performances of the actors, on the whole, contributed to the general success of the production, especially Bob Legge's vibrant interpretation of the characters Romeo and Tony. Notable performances were also delivered
by Sacha Czyzak in the "Romeo and Juliet" and "Winter-set- "
Star-Cross- ed

one-quart-er

1

Like Father,

Like Son

262-093- 6

'

-

CITIZENS

1

1

Get RIGHT ON
Down To
THREADS LIBERATED

scenes.
MORE ON

Luther Allison

continued from page 2
Luther Allison prevented the evening from being a total loss. He, on guitar, and the three other members of his
group played some good blues as they did some B.B. King,
Muddy Waters and Howlin' Wolf.
Unfortunately, his performance suffered from inflexibil- -'
ity. The organ was only featured on the first two bits. The
rest of the set was a showcase for Allison's blues guitar.
Allison is good but it begins to wear when every song begins, is sustained and ends with guitar solos,' no matter

FC2 AIQ

RE&EUATlOUSj
TKI SMOOTH TRAVEL WAY

how good.

It is refreshing to hear some blues on this campus and
Allison did give a good performance, though you wonder
about him when you notice that he looked at his watch four
or five times to see how much longer he had to play.
Incidently, the clown who was playing with the spotlight during Allison's set should be strung up. You don't
try to be "psychedelic" with the blues.

264-98- 99

booster

Auto Club!
3

145 E. Liberty
Across from Newberry's

ifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
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roostioir

continued from page 1
River.Jumna from us is one
of the finest Agriculture
schools in the country. It
was originally opened and
planned by Ewing's Economics department, but it is
independent and
in its own right. The
city, boasts a large university
a medical college, an engineering school, and a number
of fine liberal arts colleges.
American movies are a big
attraction on Sunday mornings, with the emphasis being on Westerns and adventure flicks.
are not uncommon among the
wealthier young men, and the
newer styles of sunglasses
are seen everywhere. Allahabad also prides itself in being the birthplace of Nehru.
to-da-

well-kno-

Bell-botto-

y

wn

ms

One may see his home (now
a museum) on the way to the
University of Allahabad.
But the Indian aspect of
the city is not Jost in these
very apparent links with the

West. In fact it is almost the
other way around. One of the
best examples know of was
the account of a wealthy and
cultured Indian's visit to the
U.S. two years ago. While
I

staying with a

well-to-d-

o

sub-

urban family in Connecticut,
the Indian and his wife were
driven 00 miles to see one
of those quaint,
towns that many Americans
are proud of because that was
1

old-fashion-

ed

where their grandparents lived. As the tour went on, the
hosts became angrier and '
angrier at the inattention of
their Indian guests. When finally asked as to why they
weren't interested in this
MORE ON

monument to American history and ingenuity, the Indian

replied that he wasn't seeing
anything new and different
that was how people in his
country lived. And rather
than fascinate him, it had
made him homesick!
Little has changed in regard to the
life of
most Indians. The bazaars
are the same as they were
five hundred years ago. Human beings still do the work
that would be left up to
heavy, mechanized equipment in the West. People
still squat in the gutters to
relieve themselves, even
though they may be listening
to a new portable radio. And
those items that the Westerner finds neatly packaged in a
mix in the store, the Indian
makes from scratch. Everywhere you look, you see aspects of India which have not
changed in centuries.
In addition to providing the
Rep with Indian life "in the
day-to-d-

ay

MORE ON

UN Pay
continued from page 1
can people currently back the
U. N., while a few years agcv
80 percent did.
Responding to a question
from the audience after his
speech, Wilcox said the major constraint to effective
cooperation in the U. N. was
the reluctance of nations to
relinguish their sovereignty
to an international body.
The U. N., then, lacks sufficient power to be effective
in many

.

cases.

preceded
The address-waby a dinner featuring an ins

Hirschfeld
continued from page 1
states and drew many phone
calls from outside the Ohio
borders, as well as hundreds
from within the Buckeye state.
Mr. Hirschfeld has run nearly the gamut of newspaper assignments during his many
years at The Plain Dealer.
investigaAn award-winnitive reporter, he is former
chief of the PD's Columbus
Bureau. He was the newsng

paper's transportation
ter for 10 years. Not only was
the Cleveland Transit System's airport rapid transit his
brainchild, but he also campaigned several years to have
the extension built. He holds
several national writing awards'
repor-

ternational menu. Dishes
China, Thailand, France,
Israel, Italy and Brazil were

raw," Al Id. boasts of being
one of India's holiest cities.
A mile east of Ewing, three
of India's sacred rivers meet
at one of the holiest spots
in the country.

Every twelve

years, countless millions
flock to this city from all
over the world just to bath in
the junction of these waters.
Last year, at the six year
six million
people converged upon those
waters. We were lucky
enough this year to see the
Dussehra festival here at the
half-ceremo-

ny,

end of September. If you can
imagine the Mardi Gras, Rose
Bowl Parade, all the lights
in the world, and the population of Chicago, you can have
some idea of what the last
six days of the holiday were
like. Needless to say, we

were exhausted!

-

Ewing itself, am happy
(and proud) to say, ranks as
one of the top small colleges
in India. Thanks to the dedicated efforts of Dr. Job (the
Principal-President- ),
"Nandi"
(A K. Dyal Chand), and a
number of other progressive
staff members, it is tackling
some of the multitude of problems facing Indian education.
Small items of Western education which we take for
granted in our schools, such
as orientation, counseling,
college jobs, have to be
fought for. These programs
now exist at Ewing. However, other much needed reforms are slower in coming.
I

(pre-colleg-

for work in the area of high-

ways and highway safety. He
was the first to drive a truck
over the Ohio turnpike and in
1948 was the first Cleveland
newspaperman to fly in a jet

airplane.
Mr. Hirschfeld trained with
the RAF and rose from private
to captain in the Air Force
during the Second World war,
serving 39 months in England,
France and Italy.

in my

But the English department
has ordered some audiovisual
aids which, in addition to the
material here, will allow me
to take over the courses in
English conversation. And

since the rainy season has
ended, and cooler weather is
coming, the Indians are going
to get another taste of American athletic prowess (or lack
of)!
Wooster has many friends
here, and they all send their

greetings and best wishes.

served.
College of Wooster students, some from foreign
countries and others just representing a nation, moved
from table to table, dressed
in native clothes, singing
songs from their country and
answering questions.
The U. N. observance function was sponsored by The
College of Wooster, the Ohio
Agricultural Research and
Development Center, the
League of Women Voters and
the Mayor's U. N. Day

they do not know how to
study. The intellectual maturity of some wouldn't get
them through the freshman
year of an American high
school. This means that
Ewing has to give them, in
two years, what sixteen years
of American education gives
us! It's an impossible task,
but two years here does wonders for some of these stu-

dents.
Another problem is the
near chaos often created by
h
meda mixed
ium of instruction. The stu- Hindi-Englis-

Jim Bird's
BUCKEYE TREE RESTAURANT;

than Elaine and

I

for the

experience of a lifetime.
ATTENTION!
Anyone still interested in the
Paris Theater Tour French
course this December should
see Mrs. Mathys, Kauke 239,
if you have not yet signed up.

Ewing, with the level of English being what it is (isn't).

g

sDiajjppnrjDcp.

rfii

ill

.get a little more action. Stir up a brand new

PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT
for yourself. Then shop up a storm without receipt
shuffling and cash cluttering to make the whole thing
go flat.
t,
personalized ThriftiChecks pay by mail and
prove it. No minimum balance. Get them at...
Low-cos-

The Wayne County National Bank
'THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS"

Steaks
Sandwiches, salads, sea food; Lunch

TUESDAY

- FASHION

SHOW

FRI.

&

SAT.

- PRIME RIB

CLEVELAND-BEAL- L

OFFICE

Opposite the hospital

MAIN OFFICE

Public Square

Complimentary birthday cakes with your dinner.

Just

3860 N. Cleveland Rd.
North of campus, two miles on Rt. 3

PHONE
345-74-

10

.

And no one thanks you more

Because of our student
visas, both Elaine and I are
enrolled in classes. Elaine
as a regular student here at
the college, and your truly
for one class at the University. As yet I have had no
teaching duties here at

yoan

would never be

(students) come from
villages and poor families,

of them

Char-Broil- ed

I

lems though, the gifted students really do well, and
many go on to MA's, MSc's,
and PhD's. Changes in the
academic structure are painfully slow, but the changes
that are accomplished are
done in Indian schools such,
as Ewing.

e)

from

.

able to take
Engsubjects,
a class
lish, Political.

dents may study English at
the Intermediate level, but
because of poor instruction
at that level (and the nationalized language movement),
the staff members here just
lecture almost entirely in
Hindi. Even given these prob-

One problem we have noticed is the inability of the
average Indian student to
handle college work, due to
the terrible preparation given
on the Intermediate
level. Because most

--

.
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STREET OFFICE
806 E. Bowman St.
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Rival Yeomen Here For Finale Saturday
successful season assured, fense for a miserable last place
the Fighting Scot grid team will in total offense. Defensively,
they rank 12th in rushing, a
finish its '71 schedule tomorsolid 3rd in passing, and 12th
row at 2:00 P.M. at Severance
in total defense.
Stadium against a lifeless
A

Ob-erl- in

Staging a
2nd half comeback, the Scots
whipped Centre College,
last Saturday to make it four in
a row and a 2 season record.
The Yeomen, sporting a win-le3
OAC mark and 7 ove
all, are hampered with a lack of
depth, while standouts in the
OAC stat columns are a minimum. Senior Jim Owen ranks
4th in passing with 48 completions in 132 attempts for 505
yards.
Only other Yeoman listed is
Dave Everson, 2nd in OAC interceptions with 5 for 73 yards,
a 14.6 average per return.
Aside from Owen's passing
ability, other backs who could
pose a running threat to the
Scot defense are Jim Eades,
leading Oberlin rusher last season, and Chris White.
Two senior guards, Dale
Nichols and Bob Niehaus, rank
among the toughest in the OAC.
Teamwise, Oberlin has little
to offer. The Yeomen ate last
in rush offense, 8th in pass of- Yeomen squad.

27-1- 7,

5--

ss

0--

0--

On the other hand, the Scots
rank" a high 4th in rushing of-

Scots rolled to 342 yards on the finish the season in grand style
now booted 36 this season for
1439 yards, a 39.7 yard average. ground. Clicking for 24 through tomorrow against the hapless
Yeomen.
Opening with two 1st quarter the air, Wooster totalled 344
yards in offense, while the ColTD's, last Saturday, Centre
onels managed to earn only 193 The unofficial gifl'i tennis
rolled to a 17-- 6 halftime lead.
tournament, held froM Septerv
What looked to be an unsurmoun-tabl- total offensive yards.
ber till October, wjs won by
Looking for a winning 2
score for the Scot offense
Eriko Montao. Sr-- beat Ann
OAC record and 2 overall
turned out to be the Colonels
ir. tHc final gam
Singleton
mark, as well as the end of this
last tally.
6:0.
6:0,
long season, the Scots should
Boosted by Wise's spectacular 88 yard TD run, late in the
'1
3rd period, the Scots' offense
picked up and tallied two more
HUGE &
e

3--

fense, a last in pass offense,
for a poor 11th place in total
offense. Defensively, Wooster
is a high 3rd in rush defense,
last in pass defense, for a
strong 6th in total defense.
Scot senior tailback Jeff
Wise continued to hold onto his
7th place in the OAC individual
rushing laurels. The senior
tailback has rushed 131 times
average
for 594 yards, a
per carry and 84.9 average per

in the 4th session. Quarterback
Denny Verrett added the winning score at 9:48 on a one yard
keeper, while Wise recorded the
final TD at :36 remaining on a
three yard scamper.
Macoritti added three of the
PAT's, while a 4th, fumbled by
game.
Junior Bob Macoritti dropped Joe Grunda, missed its cue.
Gaining their most rushing
to 2nd in the OAC punting list.
yards
in one game this year, the
The Scot kicking specialist has

WILD DISCOUNTS!
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Get MOM

Christmas
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GENEVA
WILBERFORCE
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BASKETBALL
Dec.
at Heidelberg
4
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at Oakland
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at Calvin
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TAPES
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The Student Store
P.O. Box 64
Rebondo Beach, California 90277

!

VACATION SCHEDULE

15
18

RECORDS

Speedy Service - Send for your free list
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I
I
I
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Marion Invitational at Marion
WOOSTER CLASSIC (Bethany,

Brockport State,
Oakland)

Superb Llnde
.
"VV
star sapphires
in lustrous
settings. As solitaires or with side
diamonds to enhance the center stone.
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It's ,the authentic Airforce look, handsomely
done in durable,
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satin and warmly insulated with Oacron 88.
The adjustable tunnel hood is pile lined and
trimmed with real fur. Zipper sleeve pocket.
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For this last Voice of the quarter, there is a lot of reflection that seems in order. Last year's athletic season
was exciting from the winning standpoint this year it's
already been quite eventful from another angle.
The following touches several basesfor you English
fans it might be called "stream of consciousness" and I
hope everyone here uses this long break between quarters
to do some thinking about the College of Wobster.

I

'--

tn

..

First, an apology is in order for the hex this column
placed on John Weaver and the 6A football team last week.
Just as a write up in Sports Illustrated seems to be a jinx
for teams" and players, so was the Voice.
In Weaver's final game after 38 IM contests without a
loss, Crandall House defeated 6A 2 to cop the title.

o
0

6--

Sorry about that!
In the pet peeve department: This six week college
shutdown ahead looks more and more ridiculous all the
time. The basketball team will play ten games in Decern
ber out of a 25game schedule with no one but interested
townspeople around. There are only seven home games
for the students to see.
Moreover, the continuity of the year will be lost. The
campus is starting to react and get involved in some really importaflf'issues (e.g. the Human Relations Commission,
etc.) Chances of picking
racism, housing
that up with the same fervor seven weeks from now are
slim.
It was a hasty decision some people are now regretting

TJ

re-evaluat-ion,

The IM volleyball season, which just got started before shop is closed in a week, had a momentous opening.
It was a shame no one was there to witness it.
There has been much talk concerning the quality of
play and refereeing in IM sports and Director Jim Joseph
took a positive step by inviting a local YMCA volleyball
expert to explain technique and rules last Sunday evening.
It was an interesting and informative session, but only two sections were represented. And they were the two
A teams which have been battling for the title with high
caliber play during the last few years. Those that would
have benefitted the most such as B teams and underclassmen didn't even come.
Nothing ever really seems to change.

the athletic battlefields this fall, the Scots have
had a rough go of it, especially after the great year of '70-7-

(D

0

c
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NOW SHOWING

"What's Next"
8: 5 p.m.
1

and

"All Together"
7 & 9:35 p.m.

STARTS WED.
"Marriage of a Young

Stockbroker"
7:30 & 9:30 p.m.

For Christmas Giving BOOKS

POSTERS

.

j

RECORDS

.

The Book Nook

!

201 E. Liberty
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The soccer team's downfall seems to be the most
striking to everyone but it really should be evaluated for
what it's worth. Wooster's schedule for this year has to

FcrsG"

teams.

What lies ahead? The roundballers, grapplers and mer- men have young teams that showed a great deal of promise
J
last year. The basketball team has quite an act to follow
23-- 3
last year and Mr. Dinger won't be here for the first
time in four seasons.
Coach Al Van Wie's cagers should have a fresh look
with a nucleus of veterans and a group of exciting sophomores off last year's successful JV team. The schedule
is fairly light during December but the rest of the season
could be devastating. Wooster faces Otterbein, Capital
and Wittenberg on the .road all in February.
I
The swimmers have the most rugged schedule in years
under new head coach Tracy Hetrick. The bathtub in Severance will be churning in January with six home meets.
There will be two opportunities to see Coach Phil
oo
wrestling team at home but the squad should be
Shipe's
S
rV
in the heavier weights.
9 O going places with a strong line-u-p
Cl
from the little
more
get
points
can
Hopefully
Scots
the
"8 S.
men this year.

On

rfeirofeirs

be considered the toughest of any small college in Ohio
if not the nation.
St. Louis is rated first nationally among the University
Division schools and Michigan State and Akron are in the
top big school ratings. MSU won in overtime, Bowling
Green in the last three seconds, Denison by a fourth quarter goal and Ohio Wesleyan on their own lighted field.
The Scots were only beaten badly by St. Louis and Akron and after 25 straight OAC wins and a string of winning
seasons with NCAA bids, the odds and the breaks were
due to go the other way.
The gridders rebounded from two early losses and their
inner tensions to compile a record that is better than Wittenberg's to this point. The Denison victory was the highlight. But Wooster's football schedule was inversely as
tough as the soccer slate.
The cross country squad performed well under one-ye- ar
coach Bob Borley and show real promise for the future. The Scots took fifth in the conference with only one
senior and a couple of illnesses.
And the women got off to another great start in field
I
hockey with numerous positions on the sectional team.
Wooster is getting quite a reputation for its women's sports

Generally speaking. The College of Wooster is in a
period of transition in all areas. What's needed is a total
commitment during the winter to keep up the talk and evaluation and really work at making COW a viable college
community.
It's a crucial time here's hoping everyone realizes
that fact and participates.

o
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After a fifth place finish in
the Ohio Conference meet held
last Saturday in Wooster, the
Scots cross country squad will
entertain the Oberlin Yeomen
during the football game tomorrow afternoon.
The Scots have had a solid
year characterized by a balanced team effort. With mostly underclassmen, Wooster has
had its top four men finish
close together in nearly every
meet and the outlook is bright
for the future.
Mt. Union's top runners also
finished together most of the
year as was the case at the
OAC meet on the L.C. Boles
Golf Course last Saturday.
The Purple Raiders took
their sixth champion ship in
the last seven years as juniors Tim King, Ken Kornbau
and Karl Knittle came across
the finish line together with
locked hands in a time of
20:32 for the four miles.
Mount copped first in the
team standings with 42 points
followed by Baldwin-Wallac- e
with 70, Marietta with 80, Den

ison with 124 and Wooster
with 125, out of the field of
12 OAC schools.
Wooster ran a solid race
and nearly equalled last year's
fourth place finish which was
the goal. Freshman Mike
led the way for the
Scots finishing 11th with a
time of 21:20. It was the best
performanindividual two-mice of the year for Wooster and
the highest individual finish
in years.
Senior
Joe.
turned in one of the finest efforts of his career with
a time of 21:47 for 23rd place
among the field of 81 runners.
In matching his best effort
of the year, sophomore Andy
Naumoff finished 26th in a
time of 21:53. Freshman Dave
Brown was 34th at 22:12 and
sophomore Jeff Steiner was
37th at 22:25.
Bob
Junior
Brown had the intestinal flu
the day of the meet and his
points might have been
enough to overtake Denison.
Mal-ovas- ic

le

co-capt-

co-capta-

ain

in

Cum-min-

gs

Last year Brown had finished
17th in the OAC meet.
L

Coach Bob Borley was
pleased with the output of his
runners. "These guys ran
their hearts out," he said after the meet, Mand our fifth
place finish is impressive
when one considers the caliber of the teams in this con-

'fe IFte(sse.Cirps
(si

vsoy
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ference."
One of Wooster's all time
best cross country teams
should lead a merry chase
around L.C. Boles for the

as suggested by Charles Reich
in "The Greening of America"

last time

Empathetic.

by

the

tomorrow, followed
Yeomen!

One-to-on-

Atkinson's Print Shop
COME see our full line of:
Wedding Invitations and

Napkins '
Announcement Cards
Christmas Cards & Letters
All types of printing done
Open evenings & Sat. by appt.
Call
669-52-

Individually
Non-organization-

al.

expressive.
.

.

.

two-ye-

ar

.These are some of the characteristics
of Consciousness III which Mr. Reich
ascribes to a growing number of today's younger generation, Joining The rest is up to you. Send in the
the Peace Corps, according to him, coupon.
is one of the ways of breaking out of
PEACE CORPS,
the mold of the more conventional
Washington, D.C. 20525
Consciousness andConsciousnessll.
Tell me more about me and the Peace
Corps.
It will no ooubt remain for history to
judge the validity of Mr. Reich's thesis. In our view, the Peace Corps''
potential .for personal development
necessarily cepencs oh the individual.
C.ty
J We can make no promises about the
f ways to Consciousness 111.
I

31

located 14 mi. N. of back Wooster.
Orrville Rd. on County Rd. 44

e.

can promise to every
Peace Corps Volunteer is a demandjob of
ing, fully absorbing,
helping people help themselves in
one of the developing countries of
the world. We can also promise an
unusual opportunity for personal involvement and a unique chance to
reach beyond yourself.
But what we

.

;

I
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Booters Beat Witt, Finish At Ohio State
much needed victory over Wittenberg to set the stage for tomorrow's clash at Ohio State.
Wooster goes to Columbus
5--

5--

Win or

ing to the NCAA tourney and
season in
the first
the eight years that there has
been a varsity soccer program
here under Bob Nye.
There is consolation in that
the booters will be the guests
of OSU at the Buckeyes' football game with Northwestern
Saturday afternoon. And the
team need not be ashamed of
non-winni-

with a 6 overall record, needing the win to salvage a .500
percentage out of the disappointing season.
After losing four out of their
last six games, the booters
have a 2 Ohio Conference record, good enough for third place
but not up to par with Ohio
and Denison which 1) are
both still undefeated in the OAC,
2) play each other this weekend
and 3) will most likely receive
the Ohio bids to the NCAA Regional.
The Buckeyes offer a somewhat different challenge to the
Scots. With a mostly midwest
team, Ohio State hasa more aggressive and less skillful style
of play. The Bucks have managed to stay near the .500
mark including a tie with Ohio
Wesleyan.
Wes-ley-

strong equalizer for the Tigers.
Neverless, the Wooster attack
dominated play as usual and
more than tripled the Wittenberg shot total.
After a scoreless first half
and the teams took a quick huddle in the blizzard, Wooster
came up with the first goal of
the game on a break away by

the 1971 soccer season. This
will be the first time in six
years that Wooster won't be go-

Despite the snow and mud in
Springfield last week, the Scots
soccer team came up with a

an

lose tomorrow, it'll

be an early and sad ending to

ng

.

its scheduleincluding St.
Louis, Michigan State, Akron
and Bowling Green which is
by far the toughest small college schedule in Ohio, if not

Although the bookie business of Phi Ting Scot will
flourish throughout the rest of
country.
the
the football season. Voice
Misfortune almost struck
fans will be deprived of his
again at Springfield last Satwit and wisdom after this issue.
This is the last issue of the
urday as the Wittenberg game
quarter and Phi Ting's Rings
was played in mud, snow and
is such a success that the
20 degree temperature. The
Scots shunned discouragement, peerless predictor from Korea
will devote all of his time to
however, and fought to a 1
the jewelry store in Nome,
victory in double overtime for
and not predict basketAlaska
victory
OAC
Wooster
the 27th
ball
games.
games.
29
in the last
Going into this Saturday's
The footing tended to underin
finale. Phi Ting carries a remine the Scots advantage
the skill department and was a markable .668 percentage, 31
out of 48. The sensational
2--

soothsayer had his best day of
the year last Saturday with 8
out of 9 right including two of
the spots right on the nose.
The biggest surprise of the
week and Phi Ting's only miss
was the 4 upset. of Baldwin-Wallac- e
at Capital. That put
Ohio Wesleyan, one of Wooster's
conquerors, in the driver's seat
for the OAC title and a trip to
the Stagg Bowl in Chicago. Only Denison stands in the way
and upsets seem to be in the
vogue.

Buckeye Stars
by Ann Singleton

The women's field hockey
team capped its season last
Saturday by placing eight
girls on the two Buckeye Asteams.
sociation All-StSelected for the first team
were freshman Mel Weaver,
sophomore Pat Vittum and
junior Pat Poulton.
Making the second team
were Barb Steltz, Teri Reath,
Nancy Turner, Francie Ren
dall and captain Linda Full- hart.
Ohio University also placed
eight girls on the two Buckeye
teams. The Buckeye teams
will participate in the
tournament to be held
in Valley Farm, Michigan to
ar

sub-sectio-

last Saturday at the state invitational meet. Freshman

the third time this year that the
"Malawian had produced two
had their hands full. But the
score remained deadlocked and goals in one game and it couldn't have happened at a better
time.

the elements and the goalies

thing

Here are the final choices:
PHI TING'S PICKS
November 13, 1971
'DENISON over OHIO WESLEYAN by 3

CAPITAL over OTTERBEIN
by 16

HEIDELBERG over MARIETTA by 7

"WOOSTER over OBERLIN by
24
e
over Ferris
State by 4
Kenyon over Washington &
Jefferson by 1
Mount Union over John Carroll by 12
Wilkes over Muskingum by 3
Ashland over Wittenberg by
Baldwin-Wallac-

5

The third game of the season for the Scotties volleyball team will be tomorrow
morning at 10 a.m. against
Ohio Dominican in Severance
gym. The girls started the
season Thursday night against
Capital and Ohio State.
The WRA intercollegiate
swim team finished its season

746 by Sunday.

FIRST COME!
FIRST SERVED!
Seats Now Available on

March

Alison Hitchcock was
only finalist as she finfreed
ished fifth in
style. This was the first time
200-yar-

some-
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LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
CAPITAL 15,
BALDWIN-WALLAC-

Dr. Craig at the Speech

14

Department

DENISON 35, OTTERBEIN 0

HEIDELBERG 30, MUSKING-

OR CALL

UM 3

OHIO WESLEYAN 37, OBERLIN 7
Wooster 27, Centre 17
Kenyon 19, Hiram 11
W. Va. Wesleyan 24, Marietta

FLAIR TRAVEL

COIISULTAtlTS
346

21

Mount Union 35, DePauw 3
Ball State 28, Wittenberg 21

THE LEATHER SELLAR
234

W.

Phone:

E.

Bowman St.

264-650- 5

North

262-315-

1

PANTS BY THE THOUSANDS

'mxmtemmm-jm-

i
ALL

i

SPECIAL!!
On Our Delicious
FISH 51.25
YOU CAN

WITH

5

TOPS AND BELTS!

EAT

Every Friday 11:30. a.m. td 8:00 p.m.
CHICKEN SPECIAL

SATURDAY

U

I

$1.00

Chicken Dinner

3-Pi- ece

Open - 6 m.m.

.

Perkins Pancake House
Cleveland Rd., Wooster

Phone

345-74-

I
"Look for the
yellow porch on
So. Buckeye,
Wooster."

Includes Mashed Potatoes and Jello
Please No Substitutions

t

LEVI'S

17

BROOMSTICKS

ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
Cleaning

There will be a general
meeting for those persons
--

Jn

-l

CONTACT

One Hour
Until 4 p.m. Doily

Ji Jlurru!

Shirt Service Included

Wooster's One Hour Cleaner's

4:30 P.M.

DATE: Wed., November 17
PLACE: Main Floor, Old

(Severance)
Please bring pen or pencil.

5

FOR INFORMATION SEE -

E

A-

interested in participating
with the College - 1972
Track and Field Program.

11-2-

$384.00 from New York

ANNOUNCEMENT

TIME:

.

ex-citem- ont

4th Annual London Show Tour

home team
OAC games in caps

nal

morrow.

like to join the
of sports journalism for
about an hour par week? The
Voice is looking for students
whoso only qualifications aro on
interest in sports and a general
writing skill to write one sports
article per week and learn about
the ins and outs of the newspaper.
Winter quarter sports needing
covering arewrestling swimming and Intramural s. Byline
included with the articles.
If interested contact Dave
Berkey at Ext. 525 or at Biss-ma- n
Would you

15-1-

Woos-ter- 's

that Wooster has placed
one in the finals.

five-minu- te

phi ting's

Scott

E ight

overtimes enAl Banda. It appeared that the two,
end
would
at
point,
that
sued.
scoring
but Witt stormed back with a
Banda settled the matter in
a hurry however with his secquick goal six minutes later.
Both squads were on edge in ond goal of the game and his
the final stanza after four quar- seventh of the season at 3:30
ters of fighting each other and in the first overtime. It was

1355

Beoll-Colleg-

e

Hills Shopping Center
Next to Sears
1
Phone:
262-665-

Gym

HOURS:

Daily

--

8 a.m. to 8 p.

Sot. - 8 a.m. to 6 p.r
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